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Halloween Costumes Through the Years 
 by Sylvia Tepp 
   

    When I was a kid, there 
were always people dressed up 
as witches and cats. Then it 
was Elsa. Then it was Minions. 
Then zombies. Last year 
there was a lot of interest in 
dressing up as food. 
    In kindergarten, I dressed 
as a witch. I remember having 
annoying, itchy tights on as 
part of my costume. I didn’t 
understand why I needed to 
carry around a broom. I had a 
wimpy broom that kept falling 
apart. It was pointy and it 
hurt my finger. I also thought 
my hat was ugly. This is why 
I decided not to be a witch 
again.  

    Skipping forward to second 
grade, I dressed as an angel. 
We had an ice cream sundae 
party, and I accidentally got 
chocolate syrup all over my 
white angel dress. It was all 
over the stomach. I wanted to 
take the costume off. There 
was a Halloween parade, and I 
didn’t want anyone to see my 
stain, so I crossed my arms 
and looked grumpy. Luckily, a 
teacher’s aide helped me get 
the stain out. I thought it 
was like magic that she was 
able to get rid of the spot.  
     In other years, I was 
Little Bo Peep, a Flapper, 
and Alice from Alice in 

Wonderland. When I was 
Alice, nobody knew who I was. 
I cried about it in the 
bathroom at elementary school.   
     This year, I heard a lot 
of people are planning to wear 
onesies and group costumes. 
My plan is to match my friend 
and go as Minnie Mouse. 
Hopefully my tights won’t be 
itchy, and I plan to stay away 
from chocolate syrup!  
      Happy Halloween! 
 
 



 

    
Halloween Movies- by Camilla Silvester 

  
            After dressing up, and eating pounds of candy, people gather to watch a late night, 
       spooky Halloween movie. There are so many movies to watch, and here are some favorites. 
 
       Hocus Pocus- This is a funny and scary fantasy that tells about how 
       Max Dennison, the teenage protagonist, unintentionally frees three witches  
       with his sister, Dani, and friend, Allison. Once they are loose, they  
       start wrecking havoc on the city, and it is up to Max, his friend, sister, and an immortal black  
       cat to save it.  
 
        It’s the Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown- This is a Halloween classic, 
 featuring the much loved Peanuts cast. This film tells of Linus,  
   who believes in the Great Pumpkin, who comes to the most sincere pumpkin 
 patch, and delivers toys to all the children of the world. He is scoffed 
   at by his friends, who dress up, go trick or treating, and go to parties. 
 
       The Addams Family- The Addams Family is a comedy fantasy movie.  
      The Addams family is a very strange and eccentric family, and when 
      someone claims to be their uncle, they are overjoyed. This movie is  
      hilarious, a must-see, but with enough scare to be a nice Halloween  
      movie. 

Hotel Transylvania- Hotel Transylvania is an animated comedy, where 
the story revolves on Hotel Transylvania, a monster resort, where 
monsters are safe from humans. Dracula’s daughter, Mavis is having  
her 118th birthday party, when a human arrives at the hotel, and  
       falls in love with Mavis. 

       Coraline- Coraline is a fantasy thriller movie based on a book.    
       Coraline is a small girl who is bored in her new home and feels  
       neglected by her parents. She discovers a secret passageway into an 
       alternate world, similar to her own life, but better. She soon notices  
       that she has to leave, but things aren’t as they seem. 
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               By Kayla Staples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           Eragon- An incredible thriller, with magic, dragons, a war against an evil overlord. Filled with tragedy,  

           sacrifice, friendship, and honor, Eragon is a book that I couldn’t put down. This book has three sequels, 

           for those who want to continue Eragon’s saga, as well as a movie, based off of the book. 

 

           Alex Rider: Stormbreaker- I’m sure many of us can relate with Alex Rider. A simple teen, who goes to 

          school, has fun, and does various activities with his Uncle Ian. Then, Alex discovers the truth. After his  

          uncle is murdered, Alex gets sucked into the deadly game of spies, and into the machinations of the  

          head of MI6, Alan Blunt. A thorough and realistic, yet engrossing book, this isn’t all glory. This book 

          is also part of a series and also has a movie based on it. 

 

         Scythe- In a world where death has been eradicated, how do you keep the population down? Scythes, with  

          their codes of honor, and democratic system, have the job of killing, or as they call it “gleaning”. Filled 

         with terror, politics, honor, or the rising lack of it, Scythe made me contemplate what a world would be 

         like without death. There is no sequel out yet, but the second book, Thunderhead, will come out January 

         9th. 

 

          All Fall Down- A good thriller, All Fall Down showcases the granddaughter of an ambassador and her 

         quest to solve her mother’s murder, a dangerous task, when anything that happens in Embassy Row could  

          lead to war. This book kept me guessing until the very end, showcasing a twist that could shock and  

          excite anyone. With three books in the series, Embassy Row is sure to have a lot of drama at its doors, all 

          thanks to Grace Blakely. 

 

          Inside Out- This book is for fans of dystopian fiction, but, this book is unique, as our heroine, Trella, 

          never meant to start the revolution that engulfs her home of Inside. Trella searches for the way out of  

          Inside, and a way to escape the oppressive Travas, who have an iron grip on all of Inside, killing anyone 

          who gets in their way. With a bundle of surprises, readers will be glued to this book’s pages. 

 

          Daughters of Ruin- A book that is a mix of fantasy and thriller, Daughters of Ruin displays four queens, 

           kept at the castle of the Meridan King after he conquers their countries. With hidden secrets, political 

          double crosses, and danger, this book is a must read. Forget everything you think that you know about  

          each of the characters. Another great thing in this book is that for the first five chapters, it begins with 

         a poem foreshadowing the dangers to come.  

 

 

 

 

Top six books in the library Top six out of school 

Eragon Avielle of Rhia 

Alex Rider: Stormbreaker The Juliet Club 

Scythe The Girl in the Steel Corset 

All Fall Down Edgewood 

Inside Out The Vindico 

Daughters of Ruin The Jumbee 



 

 

          Avielle of Rhia- Avielle is the mistreated and bullied princess of the kingdom of Rhia, tortured by her 

          family for her silver skin and hair, marking her descent from the most hated queen in Rhia’s history.  

          But, when an attack levels the palace and kills everyone except for Avielle, she takes it as a chance to start 

          a new life. But, when a neighboring kingdom demands tributes and the puppet government gives in,  

         Avielle must decide if she truly is willing to give up her chance to save the people who hated her. 

          Avielle of Rhia takes a look at discrimination, and the paranoia that has walked hand in hand with war  

          throughout history, and to the present day. 

 

 

           The Juliet Club- This book is a play off of Shakespeare's famous play, Much Ado About Nothing. Two 

           teens enter a class in Italy and must answer love letters from around the world as if they were the famous  

           Juliet. Already the children of rival professors, they hate each other when their friends decide to trick  

           them into falling in love. The two overhear their plan and decide to fake falling in love, but not  

           everything goes according to plan. This is a book for the romantically hearted, a sweet romance that a 

          fan of Shakespeare, or not, could enjoy. 

 

 

           The Girl in the Steel Corset- Set in Victorian London, with a steampunk vibe, The Girl in the Steel  

           Corset is about Finley, a girl cursed by two personalities, thanks to her father, the inspiration for the Dr.  

           Jekyll and Mr. Hyde story. Soon though, she discovers that her father’s illness was caused by a  

           strange substance that has given special powers to other teens. Finley fits in with this motley crew  

           but has to save the entire group, and London, when the sinister Machinist schemes to conquer both.  

           There are three more books, each focusing on different characters. 

 

 

           Edgewood-  Russell is walking late one night when he witnesses a strange meteorological event. In the 

           presence of the strange rock that falls from the sky, he gains special powers but soon finds that the  

           Associates, a group of people who hunt down other people like him, have cleaned up the debris and  

           are searching for him. He is taught to hide by a group of strange teens who also have unique 

           superpowers. But, the Associates won’t stop until they have Russell and his friends in their grasps. 

           This is not the usual superhero story. Nothing is as it seems, and if you read the two books that follow 

           this one, it will blow your mind. 

 

 

           The Vindico- This is another book about superheroes, but it doesn’t exclusively feature them. Instead, 

           this book is about the super villains. Five teenagers are kidnapped from their homes and trained to  

           become the next generation of super villains. But, things aren’t clear cut. Each of these terrifying villains 

           has a backstory, and maybe the heroes aren’t quite as heroic as they seem. A gripping read, full of 

           tension and pure wickedness, The Vindico will keep you guessing until its incredible conclusion. 

 

 

           The Jumbee- The Jumbee is a thriller about a budding Shakespearian actor. Based off of the famous  

           play and book, The Phantom of the Opera, Esti is coached by the mysterious voice. As strange deaths of  

           all the people who have ever bullied or mistreated Esti begin to pile up, Esti suspects the Jumbee. But, 

          when a hurricane sweeps the island and Esti’s romantic life is turned into turmoil, she must find the way 

          forward. The Jumbee is creepy and made my heart beat extra fast. 

  



 
       Halloween Puzzle 
                   By Sylvia Tepp 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                              Sources- http://www.puzzle-maker.com/WS/ 

 

 

  



  

October Frights 
By Kayla Staples 
 
I hear the house as it creaks 
The sound of the floorboards beneath my feet 
The screaming sound comes from upstairs 
In the courtyard there's a ghostly mare 
My bed seems to float 
The carved faces almost gloat 
Out of the corner of my eye 
The tree sneaks behind where I lie 
All this happened every night  
To try to put me in a state of fright 
It all ended Halloween night  

   
 

 

 
 
Football Update 
By Layton Kraklow 
 
On the date of October 12, 2017, the 7th grade 
football team had their last game at Goerke Field, and 
they played PJ Jacobs Junior High and the Chargers 
lost 60-0. Then after the game, they had hotdogs 
and Gatorade. I call that a sad day for Ben Franklin 
Junior High. 
For the Ben Franklin Junior High newspaper, I’m 
Layton Kraklow 
 

Doctor Who-by Novalee Davis 
Fact: Did you know that there is going to be a new doctor and it is going to be a female? 

Quiz: If the doctor has to be somewhere at 12:00 in the afternoon but falls asleep at 11:00 am 

and wakes up at 2:00 pm, what will he do? A. go back to sleep. B. go and apologize. C. go do 

something else D. hop in his T.A.R.D.I.S. and go back in time and go to where he was 

supposed to be. If you said D, you’re right.  

Joke: Where does the doctor go to the bathroom? The terdis.  

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

                Halloween Crossword by Kendallyn Phillips 
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                  Down 
                    1: How you feel when hair stands on your neck, rhymes with cooky 

                    3: It’s an energy drink 

                    5: This is what you dress up in 

                    6: The wicked __________ (she was green) 

                    8: The sound you make if someone scares you 

                    9: Use a white sheet to dress as this 

                 Across 
                    2: You carve them out 

                    4: Rhymes with hairy, is another word for frightening 

                    5: You can eat this after you go Trick-or-Treating 

                    7: On a tombstone         10: The holiday in October on the 31st 

                                                           
1 Spooky (down) 
2 Pumpkin (across) 
3 Monster (down) 
4 Scary (across) 
5 Candy (across) and costume (down) 
6 Witch (down) 
7 RIP (across)  
8 Scream (down) 
9 Ghost (down) 
10 Holloween (across) 

Ben Franklin Newspaper Staff 

who contributed to this month’s 

articles: 

 

Novalee Davis 

Layton Kraklow 

Kendallyn Phillips 

Camilla Silvester 

Kayla Staples 

Sylvia Tepp 

 

Join us for our next meeting on 

Friday, November 10, 2017, in 

Room 1018 at 7:15 AM 

 

Adviser: Mrs. Tepp 


